On the decline of budgetary allocation for libraries, information is being made available to wider audience through alternative means, such as digital libraries and online repositories. Increasing demand for certain print materials urge libraries to exploit open-source alternatives, which are highly advantageous for libraries with scarce financial resources and voracious demand from their users. An interview survey results justified the establishment of digital library service as both students and academics, amongst other issues, recorded their inability to spare time for accessing certain print collections. In this regard, like other libraries in the country, the Library of Eastern University, Sri Lanka has initiated digital library initiatives using freely available software. Amongst a number of open-source software (OSS) available to create and manage digital library collections, Greenstone and DSpace are being experimented for developing two different types of repositories. However, these two software have slight merits and demerits over one another. This paper scrutinizes those features corresponding to the needs of and challenges faced by the Library of Eastern University, Sri Lanka (EUSL), which is in its initial stage of launching digitized collections representing both its academic works and local publications. The demand for unpublished works of students and past examinations papers is always high, hence, the Library is has started digitizing materials in demand and rare to find. This comparative analysis is solely based on experiences gained by the Library of Eastern University, Sri Lanka.
Introduction
Tremendous technological advancements in libraries around the world evince that libraries are inseparable entities of any institution. The importance of libraries in academic institutions cannot be underestimated in this digital era, where they gradually transform to collect, process, organize and disseminate information in electronic forms to a wider range of users. At present, information exists not only in paper-based media but diverse digital formats that has led to the emergence of many modern digital and virtual libraries.
According, to the definition of Online Dictionary of Library and Information Science (ODLIS) digital libraries referred as 'A library in which a significant proportion of the resources are available in machine-readable format, rather than in print or on microform' (Reitz, 2014) . Winter and Bowen-Chang (2010) states that institutional repositories make scholarly information more accessible through the Internet, thus create global visibility for an organization's scholarly publications, whilst they pave the way for greater collaboration among researchers outside the institution. It is therefore vital for any academic institution to launch digital library services to users as far as research and development is concerned.
In Sri Lanka, considerable numbers of research and university libraries are beginning to adopt open-source digital library software to create and manage digital collections (Gamage, 2012) . In this regard, majority of the university libraries have initiated their digital library collections by creating institutional repositories such as digitized thesis (ETD), past-papers and intellectual output of institutions, have been successfully carried out by using DSpace and Greenstone Digital Library (GSDL) that are open-source digital library software (Ramanan & Ravikumar, 2012) .
In similar vein, the Library of Eastern Universityof Sri Lanka creates a digital repository using OSS to store and preserve university's information assets, including unpublished theses or grey literature to expand the access. The Library of EUSL could not finalize on which software to adopt since both DSpace and GSDL are used by other university libraries. To gain practical experience, the Library has tried both options for developing different types of its digital collections. In fact, the aims of these two digital library management systems are different, although their domains of application do overlap. This paper highlights the experiences, difficulties and promises in DSpace and Greenstone to achieve the goals of the Library, EUSL. Furthermore, it discusses other possible opportunities for combining the advantages of these two systems for the benefit of its users.
Background and Methodology
Growing concern to create and develop digital library collections has associated with ever increasing user demands for certain types of print collections (past examination papers, newspaper clippings, theses and dissertations, and rare materials), which cannot be purchased nor duplicated. Therefore, providing digital library services will remove those barriers and increase the access to resources from distance.
With more than 95,000 titles in lending and reference sections, the Library of EUSL has as many as 3,500 dissertations, and few hundreds of rare materials. Moreover, a dozen newspaper titles that are growing amass. Based on library registration records, 218 academic staff and 2852 students make up the total user population. These ever growing collections and user population are posing challenges to render quality services within a constant physical space in the Library, which is 2160 m 2 .
Although the number of students enrolled per academic year steadily increases the use of resources at the Library is very poor. With progressive developments of digital library services at the Library, EUSL, the collections need to be connected with that of other university libraries in the country. In this regard, the resources and access will be enhanced, as a result of which university's webometric rank will go up.
Open-Source Digital Library Software
Open-source software is a program whose source code is available to the general public to run, distribute, study and modify for any purpose. Moreover, it is usually distributed free under the GNU License (http://opensource.org). Nevertheless, neophytes would find it difficult to decide upon as to which software suits them best.
Randhawa (2012) Since open-source digital library software derives its strength from several enabling technology and metadata based inter-operability protocols, it has gained the attention of library professionals to use it for the creation of institutional repositories and digitization activities (Singh et al., 2007) .
Using Greenstone Digital Library (GSDL)
Being an Greenstone is meant for non-specialist users to produce single and personalized collections.
Its model visualizes a 'librarian' who is creating collections from existing resources by comprising both 'items' and metadata and distributing them over the Web or on removable media (Witten, 2005) . These features make GSDL highly suitable to preserve digitized collections like dissertations/ theses, manuscripts, rare materials, past examination papers, and other in-house documents of EUSL.
Building Digital Repository on DSpace
This software is ideal for planning, building and managing digital repositories for large 
Technical Comparison of GSDL and Dspace
The following contents of the article describe the similarities and dissimilarities of GSDL and DSpace digital library systems (See Table 1 ). Further it discusses the practical experiences obtained from both systems in the following chapters. Tramboo, et.al (2012) These technical features of both GSDL and DSpace are helpful for the source-code modifiers and library professionals who might customize the software for their functional platforms. Based on the above facts, creating, developing and distributing digital collection is made possible in any library with minimum requirements of ICT infrastructure.
Experience with GSDL and DSPACE at Library, EUSL
The following are the real-time experiences gained from experiments and execution of GSDL and DSpace software in the Library of Eastern University, Sri Lanka.
The technical functionalities and advantages are utilized throughout the process from installation to uploading contents. Fig:1 clearly represents the information flow diagram of EUSL digital library system.
Installation
Both GSDL and DSpace software can be installed in all windows and Linux /Unix operating systems. According to Randhawa (2012) Greenstone has been operating on Windows since long back, whereas the Windows version of DSpace was released quite
Fig.1: EUSL -Digital Library System
recently. Although these software are developed on Unix/Linux platforms, the Windows version of the same encourages large number of users to employ in their institutions.
Nevertheless, few additional software needed for the successful operation of both systems.
Installation of GSDL is comparatively easier than DSpace, since Greenstone includes all necessary associated software such as Apache Web server, ImageMagick Software, Ghost scripts, etc. as a package. Therefore, library professionals who have basic computer literacy skills are able to install and configure the associated software in GSDL than on DSpace.
Moreover, EUSL's server is run on Cent OS 6.0 which is Linux distributed Operating System and it is suitable for both GSDL and DSpace.
Customization

Customization and modification of web based interfaces of both systems involves editing of CSS style sheets, HTML tags and image files, etc. GSDL allows customization of presentation of collection that are based on EXtensible Stylesheet Language
Transformation (XSLT) and other agents that govern the definite functions of Digital library.
In this regard during the customization HTML tags can be incorporated on GSDL which facilitate complete modification of user interface. As a result of which, collections can be hyperlinked on the digital library webpage, without navigating to different interfaces separately. On contrary, DSpace does not provide this avenue at present.
Collection Development
On GSDL, the collection defines a set of characteristics such as indexing, searching and browsing capabilities, file formats, conversion plug-ins, and entry points for the digital content import. In addition, some features are responsible for the presentation of the collection. The representation of hierarchical structure in text documents is supported for chapters, sections and paragraphs. The definition of specific sections in text document is implemented through special XML tags. XLinks in a document can be used to relate it with other documents or resources (Pyrounakis and Nikolaidou, 2009 Interface GSDL has two interfaces, namely Web-based and Java-based. First one operates within a web browser, and allows end users to access the digital contents so that patrons can browse, search and navigate into hierarchical objects using table of contents. Despite, presentation of documents or search results may differ depending on specified XSLTs. This option allows users to be liberal on searching through the collections. Secondly, Java-based interface, called as 'Greenstone Librarian Interface', provides facility to manage documents and collections by the administrator, perhaps a librarian.
On DSpace, a default web user interface provides access to both end users and administrators. In addition, allows users to browse across collections, view qualified Dublin Core metadata of items, and navigate to bitstreams of digitized contents. Navigation is supported through the structural metadata that may determine the ordering of complex content such as book pages or web pages. A searching interface allows the user to search using keywords.
User-Friendliness
Both software have appropriate and convenient options with user-friendliness. For example, GSDL provides multiple language interfaces for users, which can be displayed in more than 60 languages, by simply changing the 'interface language' under preference option on the user interface. Furthermore, it has a scheme that helps language maintainers keep the interfaces up-to-date when new interface features are added, which is not equipped on
DSpace.
In Eastern University, Sri Lanka, student population is of tri-lingual, thus, past examination paper collections built on GSDL is highly of helpful to users of different mother tongue.
Using preference option in GSDL students can easily switch to their own language. DSpace is used to store rich files of publications made by academics at EUSL.
Meanwhile, web-based interface of DSpace offers users to submit their documents directly onto the system, and define metadata for uploads, which means DSpace is more authorcentered whereas GSDL does not go with such option at the moment. Since the Internet facility is still a challenge to many entities on the campus, academics of EUSL will feel comfortable to upload and help develop the collection at their homes.
Moreover, it is possible for anyone that creates digital collections on GSDL to copy the documents and metadata onto a self-installing CD-ROM or flash drive that operates on all Windows systems. This is a convenient feature for the Library of EUSL as it has three branches where digital collections can be simply installed, especially digitized past paper collection of a particular faculty can be offered to users on demand, whereas this is not possible yet on DSpace without such features.
Import and Export
Design of the DSpace is appropriate for institutional setting, where contributors submit their documents to a common system that enforces certain standards. Its structure diverges from "communities" (e.g. faculties, departments, campuses, and programs) that contain one or more "collections" of digital "items". Importing and exporting metadata to and from communities, collections and items are supported on digital library built on DSpace. It also facilitates batch tools to import and export items in a simple directory structure (Witten, 2005) .
Therefore, contents can be migrated between DSpace and other databases. GSDL as well does have avenue to import and export, especially when using appropriate plug-ins, documents can be imported to GSDL from other digital library systems. In this regard, using DSpace will provide possibility of sharing digitized resources across other universities in Sri Lanka that use the same software.
Searching & Browsing
Searching on digital library developed on DSpace is constrained within a collection or community since basic metadata set is indexed by relational database as default and other defined metadata sets are indexed by Jakarta Lucene API, which supports fielded search, stemming and stop words removal. By default, browsing is offered on title, author and date of deposit. This is the reason this application was selected to develop digital collection of dissertations and theses.
On the other hand, on GSDL, browsing across catalogs is carried out using hierarchical 
Conclusion
Having shifted to a new building, the Library of Eastern University, Sri Lanka is intending to maximize its facilities through providing electronic resources and digital library services.
However, initiating digital library services are influenced by expertise and advantages in computer and network infrastructure in a library. Besides, user demands for certain types of documents, dependability of software used, and attitude toward initiating such services also play significant role in the creation of digital repositories.
In light of increasing the access to the library resources, the digital library initiative has been commenced and progressive with the use of two digital library software. However, both applications have advantages over one another; thus, it is not possible to determine which one should be used as the digital library. The reason for using both DSpace and GSDL is to increase the level of success in terms of uploads, retrieval and sharing.
Depending on the type of collection to be managed, sharing of materials, operating system platform, and time frame, the library can chose between different digital library software available of open-source market. EUSL Library used DSpace to archive the electronic thesis and dissertations (ETDs) submitted by the undergraduates, postgraduates and doctoral students of the university. In addition, publications of academics in conferences and journals are also digitized and shared on DSpace, whilst, GSDL is being used for digitizing past papers and rare collections.
Although both software are suitable to create digital repositories, the experience at the library, EUSL recommends GSDL for developing rare collection and past examination papers collection. Digital library developed on GSDL allows individual collection to be written on compact discs which can then be run as separate repositories on other computers without having the software installed. Further, GSDL features facilities real book features to the digitized rare material this will be more attractive to use. Whereas DSpace is more appropriate for building digital collection of thesis and institutional publications as the software provides work flow feature that allows individual departments to publish from their end.
Establishment of digital library services at the Library of Eastern University, Sri Lanka, will increase the access to in-vitro publications and other information resources that cannot be duplicated in print form. It is expected to link the Library with other entities through network to share metadata between universities that employ digital repository services.
Therefore, this project will raise the webometric rank of the university.
